
Windows Toolbars

The Windows Toolbar is defined in a definition file <name>.tb This file is stored in a directory 
"\toolbars" which for standard ARRIS toolbars is located in $ARRIS\lib. Customized toolbars 
may be located in a "\toolbars" directory under STD:, USR: or WRK:

Toolbar Definition File Syntax:

Toolbar line:
toolbar;<name>;<position>

This line is the start of a new toolbar.

<name> - The name of the toolbar. A name is required - each toolbar is 
referenced by name.

<position> - This parameter sets the side of the window and row for the toolbar's 
default position. Side of the window may be "top", "bottom", "left", or "right". The 
row is a number. Example "top1". A position definition is not required. The default 
is "top1".

End Toolbar line:
end toolbar

This line is used to end the toolbar definition. It is required.

Automatic Display line:
auto display

If this line is present, the toolbar will be automatically displayed by default on 
startup.

Button size line:
button size;<width>;<height>

This line sets the size of the toolbar buttons in pixels. The default is 24 x 24.

Open Command line:
open command;<command>

If this line is present, the command <command> will be run when the toolbar is 
opened.
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Button Definition - Name line:
button;<file name>

This line begins the definition of a button on a toolbar. The <file name> is the 
raster image file (bitmap) of the icon that is used for the button. This file name is 
required. Toolbar buttons are stored in the $ARRIS\lib\tbar_images directory. 
The button definition line is required for the button.

Button Definition - Title line:
button title;<title>

This line is the second line of a button definition. It gives a title to the toolbar 
button. The <title> is a short text string and is also the tooltip that is displayed 
when the user mouses over the button. The button title line is optional.

Button Definition - Command line:
command;<command>

This line is the third line of a button definition. The <command> is the command 
to be executed when the button is pressed. The command may be a sigmac or $ 
utility. The button command line is required.

Button Definition - Condition line:
condition;<parameter 1>,<operator>,<parameter 2>

If this line is present, the toolbar button will appear as depressed if the condition 
defined is true. The Condition line is not required.

<parameter 1> and <parameter 2>:
These parameters may be:

A system variable - such as #dbnam

An integer or real number such as 10 or 1.234

A string - such as "yes"

%path% followed by a path name that the $getnam utility would 
understand - such as a path or ARRIS short cut like STD: . 
Example:

%path$STD:

<operator>
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The operator can be:

"equals" - The condition will be true if <parameter 1> and 
<parameter 2> are equal.

"not" - The condition will be true if <parameter 1> and <parameter 
2> are not equal.

"lt" - The condition will be true if <parameter 1> is less than 
<parameter 2>.

"gt" - The condition will be true if <parameter 1> is greater than 
<parameter 2>.

Button Definition - Help line:
help;<text>

If this line is present, the text string included will become the button's help text. A 
carat (^) character may be used to break the text into multiple lines. A button 
Help line is not required.

Button Definition - Prompt line:
prompt;text

If this line is present, the text string included will be echoed to the ARRIS 
message line (above the prompt line) when the button is pressed. This function 
may be used to provide additional information to the user. A button Prompt line is 
not required.

Separator Line:
separator

When this line is used, a visual separator bar is placed in the toolbar after the last 
button defined. This function may be used to visually group buttons on the 
toolbar for clarity.

Comment Line:
#

When the line begins with the pound sign (#), this line is a comment and is 
ignored in the definition of the toolbar. Note that blank lines are also ignored.
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Toolbar Example:
    
toolbar;Desktop Toolbar;top1
   auto display
   button size;24;24

   button;new24.png
      button title;New
      command;:mn_newdb;init
      help;Creates a new database.

   button;open24.png
      button title;Open
      command;:mn_projsel;init
      help;Opens a Project / Page or database drawing/sheet.

   button;save24.png
      button title;Save
      command;:mn_desktop;save;
      help;Saves the current database.

   separator

   button;print24.png
      button title;Print
      command;:mnlq;PLOT
      help;Displays the Plot Menu.

   button;pdf24.png
      button title;PDF
      command;:mnlq;MN_PDF
      help;Displays the Export To PDF Menu.

   button;ez24.png
      button title;eZ
      command;:mn_pgez;init
      help;Displays the Export To eZ Menu.

   separator

   button;undo24.png
      button title;Undo
      command;:mn_desktop;undo_redo;1
      help;Undoes the last database change.
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   button;redo24.png
      button title;Redo
      command;:mn_desktop;undo_redo;2
      help;Redoes the last database change^removed with Undo.

   separator

   button;select24.png
      button title;Entity Select
      command;:mn_lyent
      help;Allows you to select an entity for query or edit.

   button;query24.png
      button title;Query
      command;:mn_desktop;query;
      help;Displays the Query menu which provides access to help and query functions.

   button;edit24.png
      button title;Edit
      command;:mn_desktop;edit
      help;Displays the Edit menu where you can edit one or more database entities.

   button;copy24.png
      button title;Copy
      command;:mn_desktop;copy
      help;Displays the Copy menu where you can copy one or more database entities.

   button;snap24.png
      button title;Snap
      command;:mn_desktop;find-s;
      help;Displays the Object Snap menu.

   button;workplane24.png
      button title;Workplane
      command;:mn_desktop;workplane
      help;Displays the Workplane Menu which controls the plan through which you work in the 
database.

   button;viewport24.png
      button title;Viewport
      command;:mn_desktop;vport
      help;Displays a context sensitive Viewport menu which controls the cutting, placement, and 
edit of Viewports.

   button;layers24.png
      button title;Layers
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      command;:mn_desktop;layer
      help;Displays the Layer Menu which is used to turn layers on and off and control all other 
layer functions.

   button;color24.png
      button title;Color
      command;:mn_desktop;color;
      help;Displays the Color Menu which allows you to define, save and recall colormaps.

   button;customize24.png
      button title;Customize Settings
      command;:mn_desktop;modes;
      help;Displays the Customization pull-down menu which allows you to customize ARRIS 
settings.

   button;plugin24.png
      button title;Plugins
      command;:mn_desktop;appl;imn_apslist=0;:mn_appls
      help;Displays the Plug-Ins pull-down menu which loads and unloads ARRIS plug-in 
modules.

end toolbar

# *********************************
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